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Digital traces of the 33rd Bienal contamined by feeling
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Feeling is the main theme in the online conversations related to the 33rd Bienal de
São Paulo. Not only due to the theme “Affective Affinities,” which serves as a sort
of compass for the works of the show, but also because it is the “affections” of
the visitors that dominated the conversations on Twitter between October 9 and
November 2.
While our first analysis pointed in a more political direction, with great
reverberation of the “Lulaço” event at the opening of the 33rd Bienal, the second
report showed more fragmented themes, bearing few questions about various
themes such as the second electoral round, criticisms about the Rouanet Law
for the encouragement of culture or adhesion to the “invitation to attention,”
proposed by the Bienal. In this last month, the emotion of the photos shared
with hashtags and terms about the event pointed us to a horizon of the feelings
transmitted by the images.
In a total of 531 tweets collected, 152 were associated to the category of emotion.
The majority of images were accompanied by short texts or only mentions to
the terms “afinidades afetivas” [affective affinities], “#bienalsp” or “33 bienal.”
On the other hand, there are also tweets only with texts, with brief comments,
suggestions and criticisms concerning the 33rd Bienal de São Paulo.
Between October 9 and November 2, according to the categories previously
defined in the first report, we classified 108 tweets as information, 227 tweets as
perceptions, and the other 196 tweets as others.
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Fig. 1 - Tweet classified as emotion with reproduction of link to Instagram

To collect the tweets we used the following terms: “33 bienal,” “afinidades
afetivas,” “#33bienal,” “#afinidadesafetivas,” “bienal de arte de são paulo,”
“bienal de são paulo,” “#bienaldesaopaulo,” “#bienalsaopaulo,” “#bienalsp,” and
“#bienal2018.” Then, we used a script developed by researchers of the Laboratory
for Studies on Image and Cyberculture (Labic) of UFES, to carry out the collection
of the tweets: Ford Parse (Malini, 2016). For categorizing the tweets, we adopted
the process of data modeling (Bortolon et. al, 2015). This method consists in the
reading and classification of the content which, in the following analysis, seeks
tweets strictly related to the 33rd Bienal de São Paulo.
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THE TRACES OF THE REPERCUSSIONS
In the table below we see that the subcategory emotion groups a significant
number of tweets (152 occurrences). Following this, news appears with 81
occurrences, and artistic view with 69 tweets. The three sets are among the
subcategories with greatest frequency. Meanwhile, recommendations and
political stand group less tweets, 27 and 6 occurrences, respectively.

Table 1 – Thematic analysis of the period between October 9 and November 2

With tweets related to the two candidates in the second round of voting for
Brazilian president, Fernando Haddad (PT) and Jair Bolsonaro (PSL), the politicians
are mentioned by supporters, sometimes asking for votes, sometimes denouncing
political acts within the Bienal de São Paulo.
In the subcategory artistic view, the two profiles that gained notoriety and
presence online in the last month were the official profile of the Bienal de São
Paulo (@BienalSaoPaulo) and the bot @Outra33Bienal, with the sharing of videos
about the exhibition and the use of artificial intelligence that seeks to create
alternative discourses, posting tweets every hour, and in response to users who
mentioned the bot’s profile. The other messages were criticisms of the model
adopted by the 2018 Bienal and also about the theme “Affective Affinities.”
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Fig. 3 - Tweets classified as artistic view and criticisms of the Bienal

The content gathered in the information category consists of the reproduction of
news about the exhibition, services such as the hours of operation and visitation,
and traffic. In the subcategory news, which generated 81 tweets, the most
noteworthy content was the repercussion of the visit of children to the exhibition,
the presence of four women in the group of artists featured at the 33rd Bienal
de São Paulo, as well as tweets by the Bienal’s curator Gabriel Perez-Barreiro
with the schedule of the Practices of Attention Symposium as well as sharings
of links to the event’s official site. We moreover call attention to the subcategory
recommendation and identify messages of visitors who make suggestions about
the Bienal and invite their Twitter followers to participate in visiting the exhibition,
or to suggest readings of their analyses or podcasts about art.

Fig. 4 - Tweet by curator Gabriel Perez-Barreiro sharing the schedule of the 33rd Bienal’s Practices of Attention Symposium

WHO ARE THE ACTIVE ONLINE USERS?
In the graph below, we identified the formation of small groups that are not
interrelated with connections made by retweets. It is important to note that the
connections among the users (nodes) in the graph arise through likes, mentions,
replies and retweets.
The profiles @radiotransitofm, @jornaldagazeta and @jornal_cultura made the
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greatest number of tweets with information about the Bienal, followed by the
curator @gperezbarreiro who became outstanding in the graph by sharing links
to the exhibition’s official site. The journalist @isabel_ jlb appears among the most
retweeted profiles due to the sharing of an interview with Maria Laet, one of the
artists featured at the 33rd Bienal de São Paulo.

Fig. 5 - Graph showing the profiles based on the collection of data about the Bienal in the period from October 9 to November 2

When we observe the activity of the profile@BienalSaoPaulo, we identify that
there is no language that provokes the user to share, watch videos and interact
with the profile. With this in view, we believe that there is an interactive vacuum
between the official channels of the Bienal with the public in the social networks.
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Fig. 6 – Cloud of words taken from the description of the profiles active online and which are included in our
database concerning the 33rd Bienal.

As a complementary datum to the users with the greatest repercussion, we
identified in the data set 78 users who participated in the online debate with
mentions to at least one of the tags used in our collection. We related the
description of these users and observed that there was a strong participation
of the profiles linked to the Bienal and, very evidently, the bot @outra33bienal.
Journalists, artists, photographers, administrators and profiles linked to science
and opinion also appeared as users who reverberated the 33rd Bienal de São
Paulo on Twitter.
FREQUENCY OF TWEETS
Over the course of the four weeks, four peaks of the tweets were observed, on
the 13th, 20th, 26 than 29th of October. The event “33ª Bienal de Arte de São
Paulo” was not, however, what reverberated the most in this period. It just so
happens that the profile @Grupodobemestar, which makes tweets about different
themes and denouncements, uses popular hashtags of the moment to boost its
publications. Besides the terms related to the Bienal, it also uses #ENEM and
#ONU. Generally, the hashtags are not related with the content tweeted.
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Graph 1 - Representation of tweets per day shows oscillations in the theme Bienal throughout the 29 days
(from October 5 to November 2)

On October 29, of a total of 27 tweets collected, 15 were from the above cited
profile and only one mentioned the Bienal, with an intervention of the group with
the theme “Pela Qualidade do Ar” [For Air Quality]. @Grupodobemestar continued
being the profile with the most tweets on the 13th, 26th and 29th of October,
although on the 20th, the peak of mentions has as highlights a tweet by humorist
Marcos Veras.
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
We lengthened the timeframe of our third report to a total of four weeks seeking
to increase the data set for analysis. Even so, the results revealed that there
was not a great repercussion by visitors to the Bienal de São Paulo on Twitter. It
is possible that this low repercussion is influenced by the difficulty of creating
connections between profiles of art with the language of the Internet.
In the attempt to work with an artificial intelligence through the bot @
outra33bienal, a good part of the tweets collected are not considered organic as
the interaction of common users. It is nevertheless possible to draw consistent
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conclusions about how the Bienal is seen (or not seen) by Internet users. The
model adopted by the users to reverberate the exhibition in the networks
was through the use of images instead of more descriptive texts. The present
analysis directs us toward an idea more in the field of the sharing of feelings
through images and framings where the feeling of the images reverberates as an
important trace left by the exhibition’s visitors.
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